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This presentation addresses adult retraining from two

perspectives. The first deals with the characteristics of

adults and adults in retraining programs and the second part

ct the program will deal with the Jobs Partnership Training

Act (JFIA) as "an investment in people" in South Dakota.

hie Wilson, who has been researching the act at the state..

level and with our congressional representatives, will

update us in the second-part of the presentation, along with

any guctions.

The troad picture of adult retraining is an important

area .rot educators to understand- because there appears to be

some charges coming in the delivery of education' and

training, particularly as it relates to the private sector.

ChE change is the presence of so called "new ,:investors." 4°

see this in the entrepreneurs, such as 'Radio Shack (Tar. y)

whc arE conducting computer training clas:jes, JC Penney

Seminars in trajor cities, and the general Motors budget of

$1 million a year just for training. To bring into a

clearer perspective for all at this conference, I must

ci mention the ffagazine, "Successful Meetings," has found that
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this country had a major training commitment last ,year in
.

meeting*, and conferences across the country just like this

.one--that represented an expenditure by participants in

excess cf $2.-billicn dollars.

-In pecple terms, though, retraining is also quite

sizeaLle. Management author George Odiorne has projected

that from 1979 -to- 1989 over 26 million people' will havefto

acme Lack fcr training just to replace. jthose persons leaving

the work force. Additionally, six million craftsmen will be

retiring and somehow their replacements will have.to be

retrained.

. additional surprise is that Odiorne has anticipated

that three tc four million persons at the managerial level

will have tc le upgraded to stay current in their field.

Keeping up-in our area is a problem, so much so that

recently it was suggested that among many engineering

specialities, new information is coming' along so rapidly

that fcr the average engineer to maintain his level of

competence requires that he or she should be reading about

thirty articles a day.

In order to understand how this will impact at the

instruCtic-nal level, let's examinesome of the factors that

effect the teaching- learning process in adult retraining.

Tc begin with the characteristics of the' adult population in

the, United States are also characteristics to be found in

MCEt of the adult population to be retrained. We know, for
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example, that most adults are nerw more mobil than ever

before. liational estimates are that 17% of the population

is of can be classified as highly mobil -- although segments

of this:population are becoming less mobile as unemployment

and income figures change. This means we car expect

retraining students to come and go,

()then general characteristics of the population point out

that %,ie have changed from larget families to smaller

families, fros low stress life .styles, to higher. stress life

stiles, frcm moderate unemployment levels to .high

unemployment, and from predictable career patterns to less

than predictable patterns. This is having a Sizeable:and

significant effect on the need for retraining.

From the adult Educators perspective, the characteristics

of adults have teen- fairly well documented from experiences'.

with the MEIA, CETA, and related programs. However, since

these programs, we now know that the average age of the

population .has changed. It's getting older. To dramatize
N

this agingdid you know In this Country, every day of the

week we can sing "Happy Birthday to 5,000 adults on their'

65thtirthdy. This means those adults in our retraining,

program:, can be expected to be ,on the average, older.than.

expected. Another generalization relates' to attitude.

Those coming to retraining programs have probably been

unsettled, oven threatened, especially if this arrives as a

result of a layoff, or 'termination. This means the.
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instructor should ie prepared to deal with psychological

mechanisms that pecple develop. to deal with their problems.

IL some 'cases this means such thiL-gs .rationalization,

displacement (naming), and projective defense behavior will

interfere with their learning, and of course teaching...

Along with the increase in age and other changes of-;--the

adults in retraining, are the more 'observable-

ch'aracteristics.seen in most groups of older persons.' Among

these are the EhysiCal differences including slower reaction

tines .112 vision, hearing, and physical movement. This means

an instructor must work hard at increasing the amount and

variaticn in the types of instruction to impact on the

learning process. This also has considerable significance

in terms cf individual. safety, health, and productivity in

C..11 programs.

It is important to point out that this does not 'mean that

west older adults cannot be retrained. It- means that the

way in which the adult- is instructed and the way -in 'which

the instructor deals with the instructional situation must

reflect a different approach. E. L. ThOrndike, in studies

in the i0s, and Catteil in the 50s, demonstrated trait' adults

can and dc learn. There is, however, a different set of

factors to le dealt with to accommodate these dif?"erehces

amcng adtlts. The most important is to recognize that

adults usually learn well, but at a different rate.
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Definitive studies that show that retraining is 'an

investment have been elusive- -and no single effort 'has oetm

.conclusive. From the research on training, cost etficiency

models, ccst effectivenesS, and cost. benefit models are the

most popular approaches to 'evaluating, retraining, and

Most of these. approaches are expensive,

reguir.] scrhisticated: designs, and are limited in

afplicatior. The more practiCal approach is to consider

retraining. as an investment and an investment that has a

significant return. This, of course, demands. a different

o;:ientation retraintng value9 and benefits. This means

looking at returns on an investment. that is slightly

intangible but nevertheless be identifiable. Here are a few

returns that should be considered:

1. Irainee attitudes about their work, their work area,

their company, its product and services;

Health in terms of an individual's health, both short

ord.long term;

. 3. Safety it terms of the ind'vidual and co-workers;

4. Eroductivitl and producti n increases, long term as

lien as shOrt term;

5. Mirimizaticn and elimination of production wastes;

6. F:ollmation and. savings from scraps and productions

Etocesses; and

7. Minimization and elimination of production down-time.
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In contlusion, we know that we are approaching the age

of "the adult." He have just reached the.age of majority, a

census figures shows that 51% of the oopulatiOr it. the U.S.

is over 31 years cf age. As our society, continues to

change, demands -will increase for retraining, not only for

those tkpt change- careers (remember those estimates that say

a terscn charges career 7-12 times during out lifetime), but.

for au adult Population that. has to keep up with a society

that is. informaticn oriented, becoming computer literate,

and moving toward technologically sophisticated.

A comment by former NFL quarterback Bobby Lane reminds us

of the immediacy cf our task - -he said, "I never lost a

football came - -I just ran out of time." It's important that

.we .don't tun out of time. ,,We need to remember thaX the task

of "adult retraininj" is an important undertaking because

these tactots ar.d otLii:s will continue to challenge the

greatest ccurtry in the world, to be productive, competitive

aid . a positive example of what 3 free society can

accomplish.

Our next part deals with the update on JTPA and South

Dakotathis part will be presented by Ric Wilson.

JTPA /South' Dakota

There are four purposes of the Jobs Training PartnecshiP,

Act. the first is to .increase the productive capacity and.
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utilizaticr. of the tiatioL's work force. The second is to

ephanCe jot skills{' of unemployed and underemployed

individuals. The third' purpose .is to assist communities

with high rates of unemployment and finally; the Act

estanlisheS a.community:based employment and training system

built cn, a, Partnership between state and local government

and private sectors.

The aajcr-thru t of JTPA is found in Title I--which is a.

new delivery system for employment -and training for the

eccnomicapy disadvantaged. This part establishes. the fact

the the state is reponsible for the Act. IL South Dakota,

the Govcfnct,is specifically responsible for administration

of JTEA and is required by '-law to divide the state into

SEZViCE delivery areas and to provide a private industry

council (pig-. to plan the spending of funds in each area.

Title 11 of JTEA takes an additional direction- and

authorizes a training program for disadvantaged youth and

adults (16-22) ( -over),. as well as authbrizing summer jobs

and training fcr youth. The third part, Title III has a

special cmphaSis that provides for job search for adults

needing retraining as well as the unique feature'of training

and relocating disadvantaged workers. Title IV of .JTPA'

authorizes a' series of E9derally administered programs and

activities related to community improvements, such as the

rEair cf roads, bridges, and city water systems. It should

re reiLfcrca that the intent is to create joos and put

pecple tack tc work.
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The need for a program that.-retrains people as g4ickly as

possible has keen recognized by the administration and is'

reflected in -the.act. Although .JTPA does not go into effect'

until Cctci:er 1, 1983, because of unemployment problems with

dislocated workers,, Congress appropriated t25 million for

Title III cf JTPA, effective -December 1982. These funds

will assist 3,000 people in FY 1983. An additional t85

million was appropriated bringing a total: of tin million

for FY 1S83. FY 1984. appropriation `of $240 million wil

service an estimated 96,000 dislocated. workers. Title III

is adairiEtered by the Department of Labor and is in effect

,,and tieing adifinistered in the State of South Dakota at the

present time.

In ccnElgsicn, there are three points of strength for the

success of JTPA and its effectiveness irthe state. The

tirst point is that the Act contains a permanent

authorizatior which relieves the program frOm constant

reexaminaticr 'which was required by previous legislations.

Theasecondstrergth is that the Act provides advance funding

which may relieve the program from the burden of receiving

allocations only after the start- of the program year And

rinally (aayte the most" important point) , the Act relies on

performance standards rather than-on progress requirements.

The Jirn program is impacting on the retraining of adults

and is a vizitle, viable and clear commitment to the idea

that retraining adults is an investment in people.
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